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Book Review 

Geophyslk und Geologie. R. Lauterbach (Editor). B.G. Teubner Verlags- 
gesellschaft, Leipzig, 1967. Folge 11, 111 pp., 88 illus., 16 tables, D.M.18.-. 

This series, appearing since 1957, is devoted to various geological 
applications of geophysical measurements. For the reader with sufficient 
knowledge of the German language, it offers the possibility to form an 
opinion about the research in this field in eastern Europe. 

The 11th volume, which is reviewed below, contains six papers on 
different subjects. 

The first paper, by J. Wegner, gives an analysis of the relationship 
between the crustal structure of the northern lowland of East Germany and 
the regional geologic situation of a given crustal segment. A comparison 
with other parts of the world, for instance with the southern margin of 
eastern Europe, shows that the north German-Polish depression belongs to 
a relatively young depression. The southern boundary of the east-European 
platform is supposed to lie under the margin of this depression. The 
references come mainly from German and Russian journals; the argumenta- 
tion, moreover, is somewhat one-sided. To my way of thinking it is more 
obvious to mention modern continental drift theories than to stage “an 
ancient Continent Eria” in the northern Atlantic Ocean. 

The second article is by G. Olszak and deals with gravity anomalies 
and seismic observations. A subdivision of the different types of crustal 
structure is discussed. The formation of platform depressions is considered 
in relationship with intersecting zones of weak crust. The north German 
basin seems to be such a region with in its center the Pritzwalk area with 
large magnetic and gravity anomalies. From the thickness of Mesozoic and 
Tertiary sediments it is concluded that younger (Tertiary) events were very 
important in this matter. 

The third paper, by H. G. Reinhardt, is closely related to the observations 
of the second article. The seismic velocities of the sediment sequence from 
Triassic to Tertiary are provisionally calculated and compared with 
geologic structure maps for l,OOO- and 2,000- m depths. This clear article 
enables the reader to acquire a good impression of the structural geology 
of northern Germany. 

An interesting paper on results of temperature measurements in bore- 
holes is presented by W. Meincke, E. Hurtig and J. Weiner. They present 
geothermal gradients for the interval of the Buntsandstein and Zechstein 
It is shown that the geothermal data are mainly related to the structure of 
the basement (granite and metamorphic Paleozoic rocks). Lower gradients 
and heat flow values are reported for the trough and basin areas. The 
highest temperatures, maximum gradient and highest heat flow are observed 
in areas where highs in the basement coincide with gravity minimums. The 
article is of great value for those who are going to engage in research in 
this matter. 

The fifth paper by F.Ch. Wagner, is devoted to rock-magnetism methods 
applied to a serpentinite in the Kiefersberg-Callenberg area of the Saxon 
granulite massif. Irregular geomagnetic anomalies in this area are 
reportedly due to induced magnetizations (high susceptibility) and fo a 
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chemical remanent magnetization, in relationship with tectonically caused 
deposition of new magnetite. The chemical remanent magnetization reveals 
normal and reversed directions. Wagner attributes these to self-reversals, 
since the time of acquisition of the magnetization is supposed to be in a 
periodwithout geomagnetic reversals (Late Carboniferous-Early Permianj. 
The arguments for this age of the magnetization are few. however, and 
Wagner fails to provide us with a mean direction of magnetizati(JIl tu bt: 
compared with contemporaneous paleomagnetic data. 

The last paper is a presentation of geoelectrical and geomagnetic 
investigations made on carlv medieval defense installations in Saxony, by 
G. Peschel. With these methods he proved to be able to locate archeologic 
subjects (trench fillings, parts of walls baked by fire). Some examples are 
given: one of them is the Burgwall Altcngroitzsch near Borna. This article 
will, no doubt, also be of great interest to archeologists. 

In conclusion it may be said that (;~*of&~,sik c/r/t/ Gc~lo~/c~ is an 
interesting journal with papers of various scope. It is recommended for 
researchers interested in the field of applied geophysics. 

I:. V.\X 111Cli T’(UO (Ltrecht) 
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